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CORE NEXUS 2
It is hard to imagine that a few years ago the three-strut all-rounder wasn’t 
really a thing, whereas now it is the biggest sector in the market. As kiters we 
have realized that versatility does not have to mean compromise, and also that 
these kites really work, and work to a high level. With this market in mind, 
the Nexus arrived with considerable fanfare from CORE a couple of years ago. 
Part of their Universal+ Series of kites (which generally have a ‘specialty’ but 
are also usable in other disciplines), the Nexus sat itself clearly in the middle 
– a kite for waves and freestyle with no clear preference in either department. 
As with all their kites, the Nexus is on a two (ish) year design cycle so V2 of the 
Nexus has been refined over a solid period of time and is definitely not just a 
graphics refresh. The first thing that you’ll spot with the new Nexus is wider 
tips with a distinctive knuckle. CORE are calling these their Radical Reaction 
Tips and they have been one of the main focuses for this incarnation, designed 
to improve turning speed and responsiveness without compromising the all-
round appeal of the Nexus. The other significant tweak is the inclusion of Ex-
oTex Light in the struts – developed for the X-Lite, this lighter weight Dacron 
has proved its worth and has now been rolled out to the Nexus 2 resulting in a 
weight reduction of around 10%.
On the water it immediately feels like a predictable and dependable partner. 
It sits exactly where you want it to be in the window when you are cruising 
around, and – even in super gusty conditions – it will move slightly in the win-
dow but delivers rock solid stability at the bar end. You have no doubts in the 
kite and even when overpowered with full depower on, the Nexus 2 was still 
comfortable to ride, or at least to get you back to the beach to downsize!
For riding in the waves, the Nexus 2 shares the same profile as CORE’s 
wave-specific kite, the Section. Wider tips provide a quicker and more pivotal 
turn, which we really enjoyed. In cross or cross-on conditions the kite snaps 
around beautifully and the power delivery enables you to bottom turn and 
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Physical Attributes

Construction

Size tested

Kite Weight (kg)

Weight per m2

Pulleys per side

Leading Edge Hang Points 

Steering Hang Points per side

Struts

Coretex Triple Ripstop

2 Layers Ripstop + Mark Cloth

2mm Sheathed Dyneema / 3mm Polyester

3 Step Overlay

Single Stitch Double Stitch On Segments

Exotex Dacron

All

9.5

Yes

Yes (Wing Tip Small)

Front Loops - Steering Knots

8

Large Plastic Cap

3

Core Speed Valve

Bridle Storage Velcro

9

2.97

0.33

2 pulleys - 1 slider

8

3

3

Diameter When Inflated

Recommended Pressure 

Battens

Flat Leading Edge Diameter
at Widest Point (cm) 23.2

14.77

8
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CRAZYFLY SCULP 2021
The Sculp has been a mainstay for the Slovakian brand for many years, and 
is likely to be their most universal and best-selling model. They are the only 
brand we are aware of that manufacture in Europe, and have a great open 
door policy on their factory. Kites purchased from new still include an indus-
try busting three-year warranty, and why wouldn’t you with that production 
facility so accessible. The Sculp is pitched as the ultimate all-rounder for fre-
eride, foil and wave use.
That in-house build from CrazyFly just keeps on improving, and build is as 
usual very impressive with Triple ripstop making up the entire canopy. The 
airlock valve is familiar from iSUPs and is becoming one of the most used 
valves in the industry. It makes things as simple and effortless as it gets to get 
things up to a decent pressure and deflate. The build is meticulous, and it is 
evident how good their quality control is. The Sculp sports a generous sweep 
to the leading edge and the design is definitely a hybrid kite with heavy del-
ta genetics, with quite a heavy scalloping in the trailing edge to control any 
vibration there. From the underside it looks quite like a batwing. They have 
tucked the seam at the rear of the leading edge in the mid-section to increase 
airflow, which is a good example of the attention to detail. Arptex material is 
used liberally over the wear areas which has a super tough weave similar not 
dissimilar to Kevlar.
In the lower echelons of the wind range, the Sculp is wonderfully playful and 
doesn’t build up too much bar pressure as the wind increases, in fact we think 
the bar pressure has dropped considerably compared to previous iterations. 
Initiating jumps is a simple transaction, and a steady background pull means 
you don’t need to constantly work the kite in the low end. Jumping is also no-
tably predictable and develops surprising height without much effort, and it 
is an easy kite to get into a rhythm with for floaty rotations. Overhead it gives 
a lovely steady ground pull and harbors plenty of stability. In its top end, the 
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Physical Attributes

Construction

Size tested

Kite Weight (kg)

Weight per m2

Pulleys per side

Leading Edge Hang Points 

Steering Hang Points per side

Struts

Teijin D3

2 Layers Ripstop + Mark Cloth

2mm Sheathed Dyneema

3 Step Overlay

Single Stitch Double Stitch On Segments

Teijin Dacron

All

10

Yes

Yes

Front Loops - Rear Knots

10

None

None

iSUP

Kevlar Strut Tips

9

3.07

0.34

none

8

3

3

Diameter When Inflated

Recommended Pressure 

Battens

Flat Leading Edge Diameter
at Widest Point (cm) 23

14.64

7
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then switch it off as you ride back up the wave. It has to be said that after a few 
sessions I genuinely felt like a better waverider! If the wind switches offshore 
then the drift is great – there is plenty of depower and the Nexus 2 will do the 
easy bit while you focus on finding your top-to-bottom rhythm. 
When you are done in the waves you can switch to the freestyle CIT mode. 
With this switch made, the Nexus 2 immediately has a noticeable bump in 
power. The kite remains stable, but when you sheet in you can feel that the 
kite has an extra chunk of power to be utilized, and if you send the kite and 
sheet in then it is an entirely different beast – like when someone you have 
known for years does something you would never expect… It loves to boost 
and is happy to loop, with the pivotal turning in the wave setting replaced by 
a wider, more GTS-esque arc. You can tell this is not just a token gesture: the 
Nexus has had the freestyle treatment and really works here.
The Nexus 2 continues the popular format established in its predecessor and 
provides an extremely versatile tool. The risk of an ambitious all-rounder is 
always that it feels like a compromise in some areas, but the Nexus smooths 
this over with grace, particularly with the aid of the CIT settings to quickly 
tune your ride for the discipline. 

background ground pull begins to build somewhat and you’re going to need 
to engage your board more to keep things under control, and it lends itself to 
a more aggressive, powered riding style. We think the turning speed has been 
increased. The bar stroke isn’t enormously long and you can rest the bar on 
the stopper nicely when overpowered. 
Next to the Hyper, the Sculp has far more rounded capabilities and is far more 
reactive on the bar giving you the ability to chuck the kite around a bit with 
dramatic consequences. Year to year there’s been no sea change with the 
Sculp, more gentle tweaks to the handling and manufacturing. For the 2021 
version the build in particular is getting very refined, and it is tighter, more 
playful and has longevity as a genuinely brilliant freeride kite with a surpris-
ingly engaging top end.
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